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Honors Day 
Fenger High School 
June 14, 1950 

I must confess that I approach 

this Honors' Day talk someit!hat philosophically. 

Balzac, the French novelist, once said that 

life is like the ocean. There are small 

ripples, waves of all sizes, even tremendous 

waves that seem to rise above the landscape 

and seize the attention of the entire scene. 

But as Quickly as they rise to sensational 

heights, they recede, and the trace of them 

is gone . New waves come to take their 

place. Life, said Balzac, is like that . 

Each life makes a small or large splash, 

but once the wave has risen, it recedes , 

and is gone , without trace. 

Philosophically, I feel I must 

rej~ct the "ocean theory" of life . Individual 

achievement is meaningful, and often enduring. 

Honors Day is the natur al occasion to take 
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note of outstanding individual achievement . 

Honors Day is founded not upon the assumption 

of rising aThd f a lling waves , but upon the 

assumption of mountain peaks that rise above 

the ordinary level of things , and endure . 

Honors Day , if based upon any theory , rests 

upon the mountain and not the oce an theor y 

of life . 

But philosophically , I find myself 

unable to accept the "mount a in" theory of 

Honors Day ! For the mountains too often 

stand as isolated objects , obstructing 

rather than f acilitating life . Their oeaks 

stand alone against the sky , and seem to 

say , "I am self-made ! And I stand above 

the plains because I am s elf-made . " -
Tpe mountain theory of Honors Day 

emphasizes unduly , I think , the extent and 
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meaning of your individual achievement, 

1:'1 h i chi s to be h 0 nor e d her e to d ay . It g i v e s 

to each of you too great a sense of the 

value of your achievement , and too little 

a sense of appreciation of how little ;yQu 

have achieve d . Mountains , like ocean waves , 

have their causes; mountains also recede , 

and become barren deserts or mounds of dust . 

Thus I find myself in the embar-

rassing philosophic pos ition of knowing 

not what to say to you who are to be honored 

here today . Indeed , I am inclined t o th i nk 

it is not you who should be honored here , 

but that we should honor those who have 

made t he opportunities for your achievement 

Dossible , that we sh~u ld honor those who ... 

have encour aged you, guided you , supported 

you , and tolerated your mistakes so that 

t his day might be re ached . 

J 
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Achievement, like virtue, is its 

own reward . It is the responsibility 

of every student to do his best, of every 

talented person to develop his talents. 

From one point of view, it may be important 

that the talents of people are different, 

and that some have greater talents than 

others, or talents which the community 

recognizes as greater than others, and that 

these chosen few are singled out for Honors 

Day, and given special recognition. But 

from a moral point of view, it is not alone 

the difference in Quality , but also the very 

act of achievement to the best of one 's 

abi 1 i ty, that is imnortan t . 

When I 1'laS a small cll i 1 d and he ard 

the Bible story of the persons who were given 
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different talents, I was amazed to learn 

that the lesson ended with the admonition 

that to those who had, were given additional 

talents, and from those who had not, were 

taken away even t hose which they had . 

At the tender age vrhen I vIas first 

confronted with the basic principle of this 

parable, I was inclined to think that an 

unjust God gave additional riches to those 

who already had them , that the beautiful 

and favored people received even more beauty 

and talent , while the ugly, the neglected 

and the poor were disregarded even by God 

himself'. It was not difficult to look around 

me and see persons who seemed to bear out 

the immature deductions which I had erroneoJJsly 

made . 
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But later I came to realize a 

fuller meaning to the parable. I saw persons 

whom nature and society would have favored 

and honored, but they chose rather to ignore 

their responsibili ties and l a.tent capabil i ties 

with sloth and idleness . For them , an 

unjust fate was the cause of their fall . 

But it was not fate , but they who were to 

blame for their failures . This is the 

meaning of the parable . Those who had 

certain talents knew that the possession of 

them was not an honor to wear as a badge , 

but rather a challenge to show the extent 

to vIhi ch the se t '3 1e nt s might be developed . 

Those who had but few and who did nothing 

with what they had did not deserve the 

plaudits of their community , or the favor 

of their God, for they had failed not God , 

but themselves . 
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Not only am I uncertain as to 

what I ought to say to you on this occasion, 

but I am also unconvinced that I should be 

making the speech today . Instead , perhaps 

you should be h earing from one of t hose in 

your school who have striven to f ul fill to 

the greatest measure , his own individual 

talents . Perhaps your sneaker then, would 

come from among those who are not being, 

but sh ould be, honored here tod ay . 

Tomorrow we should perhaps logically 

follow such a meeting with another assembly , 

where we would condole and deplore those who 

have talents tha t have been hidden and 

undeveloped; those who have failed to grasp 

the significance of what their hollow talents 

might mean ; those who are resp ons ible for 

te achi ng you and helping you , but who have 

l 
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not taught nor helped you . Instead of the 

present joyous occasion, with flowers, 

laughter, gaiety and pride apparent, we 

should have an assembly of sadness and 

gloom . Your speaker would arise and point 

out to the students , parents, and friends 

the infinit e sadness of the occasion . A 

dirge would be played softly in the back

ground to accentuate the infinite quality 

of gloom of the assemblage . 

Last week I sat at lunch with a 

man who plays a minor role in the affairs 

of this city . Our conversation drifted to 

the state of the world today, and he said 

with a cynicism, worthy of Balzac , that he 

sal no reason for the great amount of effort 

being expended today toward world government , 

ECA, the Atlantic Union, the United Nations , 

J 
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or any of the proposals which are primarily 

aimed against war . 

This politician, and I should 

call him only that , stated his belief that 

war is a natural condition, and that we 

might as well make our active preparations 

for a war with Russia at once . 

I was appalled by the apparent 

cynicism of this man , a father of several 

teen-age children. How cou l d he fail 

utterly to have ideals, or at least to be 

re alistic enough to believe in something 

higher than the animalistic Qualities of 

man . He would have answered, had I asked 

him, that he was a realist, because he 

recognized the basic Qualities of human 

beings, and was not clouding his vision 

with false hopes and conjectures . 
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You young people have perhaps 

often been confronted with this kind of 

cynicism, for it is not confined to the 

middle aged, and aged . It is everywhere . 

It results in the kind of philosophy which 

is based on the single persistent question--

What ' s in it for me? 

It is curious and somewhat 

shocking for us to realize that this 

cynical, amoral kind of thinking is part 

and parcel of the community which has 

nurtured and produced those who are to be 

honored . It is difficult for us to admit 

that the community, which I suggest should 

b h d '· t ' f.L.l h . .J:' e ono r e Ins eao o. lH1e c ~ osen 1 ew, 

consists of the bad as well as of the good . 

Indee d , to a shocking extent , the broader 

commun ity seems to contain mo re bad than good . 

I 

I' 
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But the good persists , and the persistence 

of the good- - more than any other single 

factor- -justifies this assembly . 

Ultimat ely , we must ask ourselves , 

What is the Good , and wh ether the Good 

consists in the honors we bestow here , or 

in the sense of a chievement each of you , 

"t h 0:9 C ;18 e ap.~ sing 1 e d 0 u t for h 0 nor s , g,.&--

we..l-±- a3 the-rest ef ye'd.., feels at this 

point in ~ educational career . 

Performing with distinct io n does 

not always mean doing so amidst the plaudits 

of one ' s own fello w citizens . There are 

those who preserve tr ad ition , who wo rk alone 

in isolated cells or studies , those whose 

lives are devoted to the accomplishment 

of research and important investigation , 

whose accomplishmen~are cons onant with their 
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abilities , but who remain unsung heroes, 

but heroes nonetheless . 

Robinson Crusoe was never voted 

a member of the National Honors Society . 

On his desolate island he received no letter 

for playing in the orchestra. He was never 

made a member of Quill & Scroll . Robinson 

Crusoe's island community pa id him no homage, 

though through his successful battle for 

survival, wh ich called all his imagination, 

ingenuity and intellect into play , he I 

distinguished himself singul arly . His 
I 

community paid him no honor--for he had no 

community . 

Yet, where t he challenges of life 

are cle ~ r, there is no excuse for shirking 

the challenge . During the e arly 19th Century, 

there was a French writer named Stendhal who 
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never became greatly famous dur ing his life-

time . He predicted, however, that he would 

be understood and would be popular ln another 

fifty years or more, long after his death . 

And indeed, he was, and has been ever since . 

\\Thy, one may ask , would he devote his life 

~~ 
to works that he knew would not be understood 

f\. 

or appreciated? Was it because-he knew 

nothing else to do? I doubt it . I am 

inclined to think that he realized wherein 

his talents lay, that he was driven by a 

desire to do his best , and that he knew, 

ultimately, the greatest contribution to 

the community is not measured in terms of 

praise or reward, but in the intrinsic value 

of the contribution itself . 

And why should the community meet 

to honor the outstanding music i an , when the 
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joy of musical perfection comes first to 

the musician, and only indirectly to those 

who must vicariously participate i n the 

beauty of music? And to him who writes , 

is it the acclaim of the public, or the 

personal experience of creat ing, blending 

skill with inspiration, which is the primary 

reward? 

1HDlj I should like to t hink that 

this Honbrs Day is not dedicated to a chosen 

few upon 1flhorn the honors· are to fall . Instead, 

let us honor learning for its own sake; let 

us honor the community--the school, its 

teachers and facilities, the city, and the 

nation , which has so valued le arning as to 

support it for its own sake . Let us honor 

the striving, and the achieving . Let us 

dedicate this day to the future, and not 

alone to the past . 

Robert M. Strozier 
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